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Send an SMS to I‑S Magazine and get  
a chance to win great prizes

A pair of tickets to LTJ 
BUKEM
Feb 27 @ Home Club
www.homeclub.com.sg
(3 winners)

A pair of tickets to MANI
Feb 26 @ Home Club
www.homeclub.com.sg
(3 winners)

Pre‑mixer for Cocktails
From Drinkdings
www.drinkdings.com
(6 winners)

2 weeks Pass
@ True Yoga worth S$130
www.trueyoga.com.sg
(10 winners)

5‑in‑1 VIP Customised Facial
Which includes Face and Eyes Treatment, Hydrating 
Ampoules, Detox Ear Candling, Crystalline Collagen 
Mask, Face, Scalp and Shoulder Massage 

@ INIZIO worth $350
www.inizio.com.sg
(1 winner)
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Friday
Delphic 
Acolyte/Love Da

Your brains may not be fully functioning 
anymore on a Friday night; so what you 
really need is some brainless, pulsating dance 

fodder that will get your feet 
stompin’ all the way to the 
nearest dancefloor. Acolyte by 
Manchester trio Delphic easily 
fits the bill with its  ’90s dance 
beats, rah-rah pop refrains, 

wah-wah guitar riffs and electro ejaculations 
that come across sounding like a hybrid of 
Dirty Vegas, Bloc Party, New Order, Klaxons, 
Underworld and The Chemical Brothers. 
Although less than the sum of its parts, this 
is hard to pass on if you want something that 
truly gets things going, with a little help from 
DJ/producer Ewan Pearson who keep things 
consistent on a breakneck speed.—Terry Ong

Saturday
Mama’s Gun 
Routes to Riches

Get your soul groove on with this funky and 
rockin’ debut release from Brit five-piece 
Mama’s Gun, led by vocalist Andy Platt. 
There is a lot of promise and range on show 
here—more commercial ditties in the first half 

of the album in tracks like the 
funky openers “House on a 
Hill” and “Rico,” before Platt 
and gang goes downright 
sexier in the second half, 
when Platt channels his 

inner Lenny Kravitz in tracks like “Bitch” and 
Miracle,” with dirty growls thrown in for good 
measure and a sense of self-assuredness 
not heard since Jamiroquai. Oh mama!—TO 

Sunday
Corinne Bailey Rae 
The Sea/EMI

Sure, this album would be fine for the 2am part 
of Sunday most of us call Saturday night as it’s 
got plenty of steamy R&B numbers that could 
help you seal the deal with that special someone 
you just met hours ago (note the Prince-like 
squealing on “Closer”). But the sweet jazzy 
ballads like “I’d Do It All Again” and “I Would Like 
To Call It Beauty” are great for soothing your way 
into a coffee-and-paper morning. Then there 
are the shuffling rhythms and piano sprinkled 

melodies of “Feels Like The First 
Time;” the jangly ’70s-theme-
show-meets-Edie-Brickell “Paris 
Nights/New York Mornings;” 
and the surf-rocky “The Sea” 
to end the day and get you 

ready to bop into a new week. Smart lyrics, 
fascinating arrangements, tantalizing variety and, 
oh, that wise and lovely voice. Any day’s a good 
day with Corrine Bailey Rae.—Michael Franco

Monday
Melody Gardot 
The One and Only Thrill (Deluxe Version)/Decca

The comparisons are tempting: Amy 
Winehouse, Eva Cassidy, Laura Nyro, Norah 
Jones, Nina Simone. Yet while Philadelphia 
native Melody Gardot’s voice might have 
shades of all these super-chanteuses, it’s 
also an entity unto itself—and it’s entirely, 
utterly captivating. “My One and Only Thrill” 
is moody, lush and cinematic—the kind of 
song you could imagine as the last number 
at a ’40s-era Berlin cabaret. The vibe-filled 
and sparkly “Les étioles” (sung in purring, 
feel-good French) dares you not to smile. 

And her sax-and-samba-soaked take on 
“Somewhere Over the Rainbow” is guaranteed 

to add color to an otherwise 
blue Monday. It’s also the only 
remake on the album, even 
though all the compositions 
sound like they were 
written by the jazz masters 

of yore—especially “Your Heart Is Black 
As Night.” Guaranteed to turn your flat 
into a smoky, sultry speakeasy.—MF

Tuesday
Spoon 
Transference/Merge

Despite the best of the band’s efforts, their 
seventh studio album Transference can’t help 
but feel like a stopgap release before Spoon 

hits their next creative zenith. 
The sound evolution between 
one Spoon record and the 
next is subtle as ever, but 
these new songs plainly pale 
in comparison to their best 

works Ga Ga Ga Ga Ga (2007) and Kill the 
Moonlight (2002). Nevertheless, the razor-sharp 
insouciance of Transference standouts “Written 
In Reverse” and “The Mystery Zone” bear the 
insistent rhythms and ringing tunefulness 
that are the hallmarks of Spoon, while the 
softly illuminated “Out Go The Lights” pares 
down singer Britt Daniel’s compressed pathos 
to its most vulnerable essence.—Keith Boi

Wednesday
Owen Pallett 
Heartland/Domino

Timing is everything, it would seem, and so 
let us hope Heartland would rightfully be 
remembered as one of the first thoroughly 
fascinating musical works to drop in this 

stillborn decade. Owen Pallett, 
the Canadian classical musician 
better known for his string 
arrangement on records by 
the likes of Arcade Fire and 
Grizzly Bear, has crafted a 

timeless,ambitious album that attempts 
to fuse symphonic pop with experimental 
electronic textures without sounding the least 
pompous. Along with the melodic dots and 
orchestral loops passaging across Spectrum, 
the fictional landscape Pallett has invented 
for Heartland—remember, this dude used to 
go by the Final Fantasy moniker—unfinished 
daydreaming has seldom sounded as graceful 
as on the whirling chamber pop of “Lewis 
Takes Action” and “Keep The Dog Quiet” 
that’s great for midweek listening.—KB 

Thursday
The Irrepressibles 
Mirror Mirror/Love Da

Mirror mirror on the wall—who’s the most 
irrepressible of them all? Well, newcomer and 

countertenor Jamie McDermott 
from The Irrepressibles of 
course, who sounds (and lives) 
like Antony Hegarty’s evil twin 
(McDermott also performs 
in the woods and lakes for a 

small group of select fans). This lustrous and 
fantastically camp debut, with its brusque 
baroque pop songs are about as narcissistic, lavish 
and theatrical as Hegarty’s Mercury Prize-winning 
debut I Am a Bird Now—but it’s even naughtier, 
actually. Bitchy opener “My Friend Jo” sets the 
record straight about a love/hate relationship, 
while other tracks like “Nuclear Skies” burns 
with every warble of McDermott’s crescendos—
Thursday has never sounded so promising.—TO 

—Musical fodder for the week ahead
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Puma Masters Darts or Black 
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Muse 

The Resistance / Warner 

They don’t really make music like this anymore—and that’s the strength of this, 
the first album from power glam rockers Muse in three years. The songs here 

are big—both musically and lyrically. Words like “the 
wavelength grows/coercive notions re-evolve/a universe 
is trapped inside a tear/it resonates to the core” burst 
through thick synth, mammoth drums, roaring electric 
guitars and pounding pianos—all delivered in Matthew 
Bellamy’s never-shy voice. The tracks here might more 
aptly be referred to as compositions in the style of 
Queen (to whom Muse are oft compared), Queensryche 
and Rush. In fact, the album is actually filled with 
Rush-like paranoia about overthrowing The System (see 

opening track “Uprising”) and getting our props from “Them.” Nowhere is the 
compositional style more obvious than on the final three tracks that wrap the 
album, all part of a “symphony” entitled “Exogenesis” that comes off like a sci-
fi soundtrack in search of its film—Buck Rogers in the 21st Century? The piece 
is lush, brooding and grand, with quiet moments of piano and violin opening 
breathing space in a thick forest of electrically-fueled instrumentation. Aside 
from the closing symphony, the songs on the album range over delightfully 
diverse ground: The anthemic “United States of Eurasia” plays with Persian 
themes; “Resistance” has a rolling U2-like rhythm to it; “Undisclosed Desires” 
shamelessly channels Depeche Mode (maybe through Flock of Seagulls); and “I 
Belong To You/Mon Coeur S’Ouvre à Ta Voix” is a Maroon 5-ish romp mixed with 
patches of 1940s French balladeering à la theater staple, Cabaret. What a ride! 
Muse may draw on the past for their sound, but at least they pull from quality, 
thoughtful bands that rock—every bit as much as they do.—Michael Franco

Haiku Reviews for the Ladies of Pop

Mariah Carey 

Memoirs of an Imperfect Angel / Island

She’s back in non-black

Loose jammin’, squeaky high-pitch

Imperfect alright.  

Madonna 

Celebration / Maverick

A double whammy

From “Hung Up” to “Dress You Up”

Two new tracks bomb, though. 

Pixie Lott 

Turn It Up / Mercury

Soul, pop, R&B

Trying to be what she’s not

Another dumb blonde. 

Anjulie 

Anjulie / Universal

Guyanese It-girl

M.I.A. has nothing on her

But where is the bite?

Taylor Swift 

Fearless / Universal

Give the girl her gong

She goes on and on (and on)

Kanye West, you suck. 
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Jump
(Hong Kong/China) A country girl (Kitty Zhang) 
with dreams of becoming a famous hip-hop martial 
arts star in the big city gets a job as a janitor at a 
local dance school. Also stars Daniel Wu.  

Law Abiding Citizen
(USA) An angry man (Gerard Butler) decides to go 
vigilante when he takes justice into his own hands 
after a plea bargain sets one of his family’s killers 
free. He targets not just the murderer but also the 
district attorney (Jamie Foxx) and others involved in 
the deal in this thrilling, suspenseful flick. 

Legion
(USA) God has lost faith in humankind and has 
sent legions of angels to kick start the apocalypse. 
The doomed humans have to depend on one fallen 
angel to rescue them. Heavy stuff, man.  

Mother
(Korea) When a girl is brutally murdered, Do-joon 
is charged with the killing. But did this unassuming 
man who lives with his mother really do it? Now it’s 
his mother’s call whether to prove him innocent or 
leave him imprisoned. 

Motherhood
(USA) Uma Thurman stars as a frazzled mother 
who runs into one problem after another as she 
organizes her daughter’s sixth birthday. Also stars 
Anthony Edwards (that bald E.R. doctor) and Minnie 
Driver. 

My Ex
(Thailand) Another gritty horror flick from the Land 
of Smiles. This time around, a hotshot superstar’s life 
is turned into a living nightmare by his ex-girlfriends 
after he announces that he’s to marry his latest 
flame Ploy.  

My One and Only
(USA) Recently divorced Anne (Renee Zellweger) is a 
New York City mom who takes her two teenage kids 
on a cross-country road trip in search of a new wealthy 
husband. One for the feminists … not!  

New York I Love You
(USA) An all-star cast of actors and directors 
produced this anthology of love and life in the world’s 
most beloved city. Among the directors are Natalie 
Portman, Mira Nair, Shekar Kapur, Allen Hughes and 
Shunji Iwai; while the stellar line-up of actors includes 
Portman, Shia LaBeouf and Ethan Hawke. 

Not Without You (No Puedo Vivir Sinti)
(Taiwan) Based on a true story, Leon Dai’s sharp, 
emotional second feature is a drama about an uneducated, 
unemployed man and his young daughter living happily 
together until the authorities intervene. 

The Spy Next Door
(USA) Jackie Chan stars as a former spy turned 
babysitter who soon finds himself up against his old 
nemesis, a Russian terrorist. Oh jeez, we fear the 
worst. Also stars Amber Valletta. 

The Warrior and the Wolf
(Hong Kong) A disillusioned general of an ancient 
Chinese army finds himself marooned in a village 
populated by a strange clan with a mystical connection 
to wolves. Stars Maggie Q and Joe Odagiri.  

Tooth Fairy
(USA) The Rock (yeah, we’re still calling him that), 
stars as a hockey player who, upon committing a 
bad deed, is punished by having to serve as a tooth 
fairy. Sounds painful already.  

opening
Brothers
(USA) A young guy comforts—in more ways than 
one—his older brother’s wife when the latter goes 
missing while on a tour of duty in Afghanistan. Then 
the army bro returns. Cue trouble. Stars Jake Gyllenhaal, 
Tobey Maguire and Natalie Portman.  

Everybody’s Fine
(USA) Good old Bob De Niro plays a widower who uses 
the holidays to reconnect with his three grown-up kids. 
While this is a well-written, warm, “thinking person’s” 
film about family complexities, we’re still hankering for 
De Niro to get back to playing gruff, streetwise ruffians 
instead of somber old dad. Also stars Drew Barrymore, 
Kate Beckinsale and Sam Rockwell.

MEDIA

cds
Friday
Real Life Is No Cool 
Lindstrøm and Christabelle/ Feedelity/

Smalltown Supersound

Sometimes on a Friday night, at the end of a 
long work week, it can be hard to figure out if 

you want to get wound up for 
the weekend or if you need to 
de-stress from a tough five-
days. This album, then, will hit 
the sweet spot. It’s got enough 
beats to keep you grooving, 

yet the landscape through which they bounce 
is a shimmering synth-filled chilled candyland 
of instrumentation. It sort of feels like a giant 
mirror ball’s been broken open and the glittery 
disco dust is gently falling everywhere on 
this outing from the Norwegian duo. From 
the Donna Summer “I Feel Love”-like groove 
on “Let’s Practice” to the deconstructed disco 
of “Looking For What” this album is bright, 
filled with fun rhythm and vocal play, and just 
the thing for a stressed out nine-to-fiver or a 
just-getting-revved club kid.—Michael Franco

Saturday
Hidden  
These New Puritans / Domino

Ahh…These New Puritans, a bunch of young 
British minstrels hell-bent on confounding 

us with their little ditties. 
The quartet is back with 
their sophomore effort and 
penchant for syncopated beats 
and sparse atmospherics, 
all laced of course with 

their familiar visceral vibe. While 2008’s 
Beat Pyramid is metaphorically angular in 
sound, Hidden, on the other hand seems 
to float nebulously. Crunchy dancehall 
rhythms, elaborate woodwind flourishes, 
crashing drums and choral arrangements 
waft throughout tracks like “We Want War,” 
“Three Thousand” and the belligerent 
“Fire-Power.” Although Hidden is pretty 
downbeat through and through, it still 
makes for a captivating listen and certainly 
an apt prelude for a night out.—Zaki Jufri

Sunday
Sting 
If on a Winter’s Night… / Universal

If only Sting would go back to his roots and 
channel his inner rock God. But then again, 

when the guy goes all mellow, 
like he does here with a set 
of soothing traditional music 
from the British Isles, the 
effect is truly mesmerizing. 
From the brisk, soulful opener 

and hymn “Gabriel’s Message” to the even 
more pensive closer “You Only Cross My Mind 
in Winter,” there is a nary a false note here. 
And the album’s well named too—you can 
imagine listening to these songs in a mountain 
cabin, snow swirling outside, wine swirling in 
your glass. OK, some people might find this a 
tad boring and subdued—but hey, that’s why 
we’re recommending this for quiet a Sunday 
evening. We might not have the snow, but 
there’s always that glass of wine.—Terry Ong 

Monday
Vampire Weekend 
Contra / XL

New Vampire Weekend converts, or 
audiophiles who loved “Cape Cod Kwassa 
Kwassa” off this band’s first album and are 
eager for more, will find much to savor here. 

If you’re too lazy to absorb the lyrics and 
prefer to enjoy the typical eclectic musical 

stylings Vampire Weekend is 
known for, then the band’s 
phantasmagorical mix of 
bounce-inducing African 
guitars, addictive electronic 
poly-rhythms and retro 

pop flavors will definitely be something 
to get into. To best enjoy the benefits of 
this preppy foursome, we recommend 
blasting the air-conditioning and engaging 
in a happy sort of ditty in the comforts of 
your car as you drive to work on a bleak 
Monday morning. Yeah, that’s how niche 
(and special) Contra is.—Hidayah Salamat 

Tuesday
Paul McCartney 
Good Evening New York City / Universal

You can never really go wrong with either 
Paul or John. Except of course, when John 

starts hanging out Yoko Ono 
or when Paul dabbles his 
hands in Broadway stuff—but 
we digress. Here, Paul goes 
back to basics, taking a live 
New York audience along 

with him (just watch the accompanying DVD 
concert footage). Classics like “Back in the 
USSR,” “Let It Be” “I Saw Her Standing There” 
and “Yesterday” still sounds as glorious as 
ever, and when the crowd croons “Hey Jude” 
in unison with the man, it’s pure bliss.—TO 

Wednesday
Morrissey 
Swords / Decca

More musings for Moz himself that will 
brighten any midweek blues. Containing 

unreleased tracks from his 
last recording session Years 
of Refusal as well as B-sides 
from the past four years’ worth 
of singles, there is lots to 
enjoy here—both lyrically and 

musically. Pop stylings from opening tracks 
“Good Looking Man About Town” and “Don’t 
Make Fun of Daddy’s Voice” will get you into 
the groove, while rockier anthem “Ganglord” 
evokes Morrissey’s heavier moments (no, 
we’re not talking about his weight gain 
here). For something wittier, try “Christian 
Dior,” where Moz muses about the famous 
designer’s penchant for “impregnating women 
or kissing mad street boys”—such a kidder.—TO 

Thursday
Various 
Nine / Universal

Never mind that you haven’t seen the film yet. 
If the soundtrack is anything to go by, it’s gonna 

be one helluva of a joyride. 
Adapted from the classic Italian 
film 8 ½ by Frederico Fellini, 
this Rob Marshall-directed 
flick features a cast of who’s 
who in Hollywood—Daniel 

Day-Lewis, Nicole Kidman, Marion Cottilard, 
Kate Hudson and Penelope Cruz, among many 
others, who belt out these Broadway-inspired 
show-tunes like there’s no tomorrow. Nicole 
Kidman is her usual breathy self in “Unusual 
Way,” while Kate Hudson nails dance number 
“Cinema Italiano” with the thundering 
hammer of her voice. Not everyone’s a natural 
born crooner though—dame Judi Dench is 
a bore to listen too, while Daniel Day-Lewis 
acts better than he sings. Still, this is fun 
listening just in time for the weekend.—TO 

—Musical fodder for the week ahead

It’s Complicated 
(USA) Directed by Nancy Meyers. Stars Meryl 
Streep, Alec Baldwin and Steve Martin. 
Continuing. 

In It’s Complicated, Meryl Streep lives the 
fantasy of a middle-aged, middle-class 
WASP in her role as Jane Adler, a woman 
who not only owns a successful upscale 
bakery but also a sprawling pad in the 
bucolic wilderness of Santa Barbara. With the 
exception of one saggy eyelid, life is good. 

In fact, she has even managed, after 10 years, to establish a cordial relationship with her ex-husband 
Jack (Alec Baldwin), who left her to marry a much younger woman. Except—just when everything is 
going swimmingly—the rat bastard realizes that having a hot young wife is not all that it’s cracked up 
to be (especially given that he’s 57 and she wants a baby), and that he still has the hots for his ex-
wife. As luck would have it, they check in to the same hotel for their son’s graduation ceremony and 
end up sleeping together. Cue lots of mental anguish from Jane: “What does this mean? But we’re 
divorced! Do I love him? What about the children?” Complicating things is her budding romance with 
her architect (Steve Martin), a sweet, earnest man who’s the exact opposite of Jack. You’d think after 
10 years of therapy that she’d know what to do but this is a movie, right? 

The thing about Meyers’ latest outing is that if you’ve seen her previous film, Something’s 
Gotta Give, you’ve seen this flick as well. It’s Complicated follows a very similar trajectory and at 
nearly two hours, it is really 20 minutes too long. The movie does have its moments though, and 
it owes them (predictably) to Streep’s performance and the chemistry she shares with Baldwin. As 
Jane Adler, Streep gets to tap into her inner ditz, and as silly, vulnerable and neurotic as she might 
be, she is never unlikeable. Baldwin hams it up unabashedly as the fat cat rogue who knows 
exactly how to push his ex-wife’s buttons and displays a cartoon-like comic timing to hilarious 
effect. Unfortunately for Martin, earnest and well-meaning don’t often translate well on screen. 
Except for a scene where he’s high on pot, there’s not much for him to do as the straight-laced 
architect who’s smitten with Jane, save bow gallantly out of the picture. There’s even less for the 
actors playing the Adlers’ spoiled, privileged children to do, except plan parties and guilt-trip mom 
for the emotional scarring they got from their parents’ divorce. 

 There are many ways you can describe It’s Complicated: ”Indulgent,” “porn for interior design 
nuts,” “trite” and “enjoyable” (for the sheer pleasure of watching Streep) are some that come to 
mind. But complicated? That doesn’t make the list.—Lisa-Ann Lee 

Send an SMS to I-S Magazine and get a 
chance to win great prizes

To enter simply send your choice via SMS to 78866 in the following format:

Freebies <space> First Name <space> Age <space> Gender <space> Email <space> Freebie Number
e.g Freebies Serena 25 F serenatan@hotmail.com 3 

Winners will be contacted by Email.* Participants below 18 must seek parental consent. Multiple entries are welcome. 
Prizes will be awarded by lucky draw. Prizes not collected one week from draw date are forfeited. All entries automatically 

become members of I-S Magazine’s email and SMS list to receive selected information and offers. All entries free.

*Closing date: Jan 27 noon, 2010

6 Gareth Emeryeth Emery
Jan 30. Zouk 
www.zoukclub.com
(2 pairs to give away)

A complimentary 5 course Valentine’s dinner for 2 persons on 14 February 

at Forlino worth S$256++ 
www.forlino.com 
(1 winner) 

A complimentary 5 course Valentine’s 
dinner for 2 persons on 14 February

at 
il Lido worth S$256++
www.il-lido.com
(1 winner)

 A complimentary 5 course Valentine’s 
dinner for 2 persons 

at 
Krishsh worth S$220++ 
www.krish.com.sg
(1 winner)

5

Sven Vathn Vath
Jan 29. Zouk 

www.zoukclub.com
(3 pairs to give away)

1

A pair of complimentary passes + 
1 drink to DJ G-Deep Live  
@ The Arena on 6 Feb 
www.thearenalive.com.sg
(3 winners)

4

2 3
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MEDIA

cds
Animal Collective PPPPP

Merriweather Post Pavilion / Domino

We’re all for experimental rock bands hitting the mainstream but only with their 
integrity intact—think Arcade Fire, The Kills, Phoenix, etc. Nicely enough, the 
New York-based Maryland four-piece Animal Collective still keeps it real for the 

good folks at Domino, as none of the songs here are geared 
for the charts anytime soon. Their latest, Merriweather 
Post Pavilion, is a merriment of drone, gospel, surf, avant-
garde, soul, minimalism, electronica, ambient and dance 
on overdrive (with no indie-rock bullshit present).  There’s 
even a hint of Beach Boys thrown in for good measure. 
Their sonic vistas evoke an aggregate of non-musical 
marginalia in the form of geographies, back-stories and 

fashions; just keep your eyes closed and enjoy the view. Listen closely to 
tracks like the bucolic opener “In the Flowers,” which hits home with heavy 
synths and drumming that will send you straight to another dimension. And by 
track fi ve, the superbly blossoming “Daily Routines” sets in, as vocalist Avey 
Tare’s alto hits the perfect high, you’d swear you’re witnessing an incantation. 
Screw the corporations, this is independent as it really should be.—Terry Ong 

Rob Thomas PPPPP

Cradlesong / Atlantic

Finally! Rob Thomas’ long-lost album from 1986. Oh. What’s that you say? It’s 
not from the ‘80s?  It’s just been released? That’s funny, because I swear I can 
hear the infl uence of the Go-Go’s and Starship on that “Real World” track. And, 

isn’t that song where he sings “How do you sleep when a 
city’s burning” a Midnight Oil tune? And we know someone 
from the Scorpions must have had something to do with 
those guitar riffs in “Still Ain’t Over You.” Then there’s that 
strange Erasure-like synth-pop background on “Gasoline” 
and all that Hootie/Uncle Kracker/Sugar Ray jangly stuff 
thrown in everywhere. It’s not really clear why there’s so 
much ‘80s gunk wedged into Thomas’ signature pop-rock 

gears on this album, but one thing is certain—it doesn’t work. In fact, it doesn’t 
even sound intentional (more like he was subconsciously yearning for big 
hair high school days and sitting in a pair of parachute pants when he wrote 
it). When Thomas comes back to the future, though, some tracks do succeed. 
Interestingly, they’re the ones that are the most unadorned and traditionally 
Thomas-like: “Her Diamonds” is very singable, radio friendly and Matchbox 
20-fl avored; “Someday” is a decent ballad that is quite tolerable despite its 
American Idol overtones; and “Getting Late” is a wonderful little folky ballad that 
ends the album with a redeeming surprise. By far, the best effort on the outing is 
“Natural”, a gritty composition with lots of space, haunting guitars and evocative 
violins. If Thomas wanted to change his sound, he should have headed further 
down this path instead of moon-walking back to the ‘80s.—Michael Franco

Colbie Caillat PPPPP

Breakthrough / Universal Republic

So there’s truly nothing not to like about Colbie Caillat—the pleasant and 
pretty Californian singer-songwriter whose sun-kissed hair is as pleasing as 
her set of effervescent acoustic ditties. After breaking into the Billboard charts 

and every teenagers’ iPod with her number one single 
“Bubbly” in 2007 (yeah it’s so catchy, it hurts) following 
a massive MySpace buzz, Caillat is back with more of 
the same—except that there’s nothing as memorable as 
“Bubbly” this time. Every tune here becomes a sing-along 
(at least after the hundredth listen if you can stand it) 
and Caillat is still the closest female counterpart to Jack 
Johnson if there ever was one. But unlike Johnson’s more 

pensive penning, don’t expect to fi nd anything more transcendental here than 
a set of songs about “growing up, experiencing life, love, making mistakes and 
learning from them” (her words, not ours, from the actual liner notes). With 
song titles like “Begin Again,” “Fallin’ for You,” “Rainbow,” “What I Wanted to 
Say,” “Never Let You Go,” “Stay with Me” and “Lucky” (you get the picture)—this 
is akin to hearing a besotted Jewel singing to her beloved hubby on a sunny 
day. A breakthrough? More like a whiney teenager with a breakout.—TO
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Invictus
(USA) While not quite as inspirational as its real-life 
version, this Clint Eastwood flick recreates the glory 
of South Africa’s 1995 Rugby World Cup triumph 
and explores the special relationship between 
team captain Francois Pienaar (Matt Damon) and 
the country’s first democratically elected president, 
Nelson Mandela (Morgan Freeman).   

It’s Not Me, I Swear!
(France) When his mother leaves the family after 
falling out with his father, 10-year-old Leon starts 
purposely getting himself into lots of trouble in order 
to deal with the pain of abandonment. A charming 
sleeper-hit of a movie. In French with English 
subtitles. 

Mother
(Korea) When a girl is brutally murdered, Do-joon 
is charged with the killing. But did this unassuming 
man who lives with his mother really do it? Now, it’s 
his mother’s call whether to prove him innocent or 
leave him imprisoned. 

Motherhood
(USA) Uma Thurman stars as a frazzled mother who 
runs into one problem after another as she organizes 
her daughter’s sixth birthday. Also stars Anthony 
Edwards (that bald E.R. doctor) and Minnie Driver.  

 

Not Without You (No Puedo Vivir Sinti)
(Taiwan) Based on a true story, Leon Dai’s sharp, 
emotional second feature is a drama about an 
uneducated, unemployed man and his young 
daughter living happily together until the authorities 
intervene.   

Old Dogs
(USA) Farcical fare about two old fogeys who 
comically end up in charge of seven-year-old twins. 
Stars John Travolta and Robin Williams. 

The Spy Next Door
(USA) Jackie Chan stars as a former spy turned 
babysitter who soon finds himself up against his old 
nemesis, a Russian terrorist. Oh jeez, we fear the 
worst. Also stars Amber Valletta. 

opening
Brothers
(USA) A young guy comforts—in more ways than 
one—his older brother’s wife when the latter goes 
missing while on a tour of duty in Afghanistan. 
Then the army bro returns. Cue trouble. Stars Jake 
Gyllenhaal, Tobey Maguire and Natalie Portman. 

My One and Only
(USA) Recently divorced Anne (Renee Zellweger) is 
a New York City who mom takes her two teenage 
kids on a cross-country road trip in search of a new 
wealthy husband. One for the feminists … not! 

New York I Love You
(USA) An all-star cast of actors and directors 
produced this anthology of love and life in the world’s 
most beloved city. Among the directors are Natalie 
Portman, Mira Nair, Shekar Kapur, Allen Hughes and 
Shunji Iwai; while the stellar line-up of actors includes 
Portman, Shia LaBeouf and Ethan Hawke.

mEDiA

cds
Friday
Thirty Seconds To Mars  

This Is War / Virgin 

OK, so Hollywood heartthrob Jared Leto 
and band have a new album out. We’re 

pretty sure some of you 
might have reservations 
about an actor-fronted band 
(remember Keanu Reeve’s 
Dogstar?). But hey, we’re big 
fans of groups like Tenacious 

D (Jack Black) because frankly, they rock. 
Thirty Seconds To Mars is pretty rockin’ 
too. With a war cry of an album title, Leto 
heads straight into battle with single “Kings 
& Queens,” while the rest of the numbers 
come complete with rolling drums, industrial 
atmospherics, chanting choirs and power 
chords rolls, coupled with Leto’s incessant 
wailing and hushed breathless vocals. Epic 
stuff for the young at heart, and a thundering 
way to start the weekend.—Zaki Jufri

Saturday
Rush 
Working Men

This being Saturday, with families out for 
hearty spreads of barbecued stingray and 

the club kids out doing their 
club stuff, it’s the perfect time 
to listen to this CD of live 
Rush tunes. Why? Because 
you’re going to want to 
play this disc loud. Really 

loud. It’s easy to roll your eyes at a release 
of greatest live hits from a band like Rush. 
After all, a version of the old saw comes to 
mind: Those who can, do, and those who 
can’t, release greatest hits collections and live 
shows on DVD. While it indeed might have 
been nice to have something new from the 
four-decade-old troupe, there’s definitely a 
pull to this collection. Hearing crowds from 
all over the world roar out their approval at 
the first few notes of “Freewill” or actually 
sing the guitar riff from “YYZ” only serves to 
make the band’s signature power ballads 
even more powerful.— Michael Franco 

Sunday
Devendra Barnhart 
What Will We Be / Warner Bros

Wind things down with the solid new effort 
by reclusive troubadour and visual artist 

Devendra Barnhart, who has 
just signed on to one of the 
big boys. With a less affected 
heart, Barnhart manages 
to capture the bright side 
of life with a more upbeat 

and singalong set of tunes that is perfect for 
chilling out. Songs like “Angelika” and “Can’t 
Help but Smiling” are bouncy acoustic tracks 
that Kings of Convenience would kill to record, 
while more somber tunes like the piano-
driven “First Song for B” will give Coldplay’s 
Chris Martin a run for his money.—Terry Ong

Monday
Robbie Williams 
Reality Killed the Video Star / Virgin

We’ve always had a soft spot for Robbie 
Williams, and in his latest release Reality 
Killed the Video Star, some of his ballads are 
as heartrending as ever. There are also the 
occasional dance and ‘80s-inspired pop tunes 
that we’ll gladly boogie to, like the infectious 

“Last Days of Disco.” Working with producer 
Trevor Horn (Pet Shop Boys) has obviously 

brought some unexpected 
magic here—gorgeous, 
soaring strings and a powerful 
set of lungs in tracks like 
“Somewhere.” Although it 
must be said that opener 

“Morning Sun” is as clichéd as ever (with 
lyrics about love, the moon and the stars), and 
“Difficult for Weirdos” is, well, difficult to listen 
to. Still, if you’re feeling a little wired at the 
start of the week, this should do the trick.—TO

Tuesday
Norah Jones 
The Fall / Blue Note

Nope, Norah Jones won’t you put you to sleep 
anymore, not with this one. Bursting with 

inspired collaborations with 
the likes of Marc Ribot and 
more jazzed-up interpretations 
of musical genres like blues, 
pop, rock and soul, The Fall is 
surprisingly inspired (perhaps 

that acting stint in director Wong Kar-Wai’s My 
Blueberry Nights did the trick). It’s always a 
delight to hear musicians stepping out of their 
comfort zone to get their hands a little dirty, 
and in this one, Jones has chosen to work on 
playing the electric guitar and Wulitzer for 
a rocking set of tunes like opener “Chasing 
Pirates” and “Tell Yer Mama.” No kidding.—TO 

Wednesday
Evermore 
Evermore / Warner

If you ever need a mid-week pick-me-up, 
then let the Brothers Hume entertain you 

with their latest eponymous 
offering Evermore. Alright, 
it’s more of a greatest hits 
album from the New Zealand 
trio who culled their entire 
repertoire for this endeavor. 

But if you’re into the angsty yet soulful side of 
rock with the occasional bursts of electronica, 
you’re definitely going to like this one. There’s 
the dancefloor crossover “It’s Too Late (Ride 
On),” sing-a-long fave, “Hey Boys And Girls” 
as well as latest single “Underground,” 
where the trio reminisces about their 
time in good ol’ London town. Nice.—ZJ

Thursday
Karen O and the Kids 
Where the Wild Things Are / DGC

So you just missed the Yeah Yeah Yeahs gig 
just a few days ago at the Esplanade because 

tickets were sold out—big deal. 
Let Karen O and her bunch of 
merrymakers sing your blues 
away with their original set 
of tunes crafted for the Spike 
Jonze film Where the Wild 

Thing Are, a whimsical tale about a little boy 
who creates an imaginary world replete with 
loveable furry creatures. By the time these 
crazy crooners finish up their uplifting set of 
ditties filled with charming choral works and 
groovy guitar plucks—a work that is utterly 
unabashed and fun—you’ll be more than 
ready to go. And just think of all the money 
you’ll have saved on concert tickets.—TO 

—Musical fodder for the week ahead

city pick for wining & dining

The Treasure 
Hunter  
(China) Directed by Kevin Chu. 

Starring Jay Chou, Lin Chi-ling, 

Eric Tsang and Chen Daoming. 

Continuing.

The film has a simple storyline—
an adventure novel author (Lin 
Chi-ling) has been kidnapped 
and taken to the desert by 
a tomb raider wannabe (Eric 
Tsang) because her estranged 
father (Kenneth Tsang) is in 
possession of a map that tells 
the whereabouts of a lost city. 
The father’s protégé is played by 

superstar Jay Chou, who is an Indiana Jones-esque character (he uses a whip too—WTF) who tries to 
save Lin. Everyone then embarks on a journey to find the treasure in the lost city—the film seems to 
be a Chinese-version of an Indiana Jones flick.

Only that it’s not—seriously a copycat wouldn’t be half as bad as this. Though it is called The 
Treasure Hunter, the film’s actual treasure hunt only lasts for 30 minutes. Instead, most of the film 
is packed with redundant episodes and dialogues. To list them all would be a waste of our precious 
space so here are just two (and we dare you to pay $10 to go the cinema to see for yourself). 
First, Lin was held at a Mid-Western American style desert bar (seriously, everything in the bar is 
in English) by Tsang. When Chou comes to exchange the map for Lin, Tsang questions the map’s 
authenticity because Lin’s father did not come himself. Hearing that, Lin says, “My dad doesn’t care 
about me anyway—I won’t leave here if he doesn’t come.” Hello girl, you ain’t helping. Later, in 
order to segue to a flashback about how Lin and Chou bonded when they were kids, director Chu 
makes Lin read an English novel in the middle of nowhere in the desert—the very night after they 
escaped from near death and were chased by hundreds of masked horsemen. Where did the book 
come from? It must have been buried in the desert all along!

And finally, we return to the two leads. Chou, who seems unable to enunciate any word he 
says clearly (thank God for subtitles), is not acting—he is basically playing himself. Meanwhile Lin, 
Taiwan’s number one supermodel, is stunning but just painful to look at—supermodels should go 
host Project Runway, not act. But the responsibility for every misstep in this film should fall upon 
director Chu, because he allows these atrocities to happen.—Winnie Yeung
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Catering to good taste 
corporate functions, home parties

Private dining at 
The Gallery (3rd level)

Call Susan or Alan:
6224 4581 or 9635 0983




